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BACKGROUND

METHODS

Vitamin D plays a complex role in neuroimmuno-modulation, neuroprotection and brain
development. There is a possible association between deficiency neuropsychiatric conditions,
including Parkinson’s disease, depression, psychosis and epilepsy. However, this has not always been
a consistent finding and no definitive causal link has been established. In the UK, vitamin D deficiency
is defined as <30nmol/L (NICE 2018). Currently NICE does not recommend routine screening of
vitamin D levels except for when patients are taking antiepileptic medications. At-risk groups, such as
patients with Parkinson’s disease, are advised to take vitamin D supplements (NICE 2017) without
screening. However, there is no evidence to support routine screening of vitamin D levels in patients
with other neuropsychiatric conditions, such as those with functional neurological disorders.

• A retrospective case note review using electronic medical records (Epic Systems Corporation) was
performed on 49 consecutive patients admitted to the neuropsychiatric ward at the National
Hospital for Neurology and Neurosurgery between August 2019 and January 2020.
• Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics including age, sex, duration of admission,
primary neuropsychiatric diagnoses and other relevant co-morbidities were determined from
their clinical notes.
• Serum vitamin D levels were measured from blood samples collected for routine clinical care that
were processed at the central biochemistry laboratory.
• The following was assessed:
1) Whether vitamin D screening was carried out during the admission
2) The serum level of vitamin D and
3) Whether vitamin D replacement was given before or during admission
• Vitamin D levels were coded into 3 categories. Optimal level is defined as >50nmol/L and
suboptimal is defined as ≤50nmol/L which is further categorised into “insufficient” (2550nmol/L) and “deficient” (<25nmol/L).
• Where screening was not carried out during admission, the most recent vitamin D levels
measured in the outpatient settings within the last 12 months were included in analyses.
• Data analyses were performed using SPSS (IBM SPSS Version 26.0) and GraphPad Prism version
8.0.0 for macOS (GraphPad Software, San Diego CA USA). T tests were used to analyse
continuous variables such as vitamin D levels and chi-square tests were used to analyse
categorical variables.

AIMS
This study aimed to evaluate the frequency of vitamin D screening and the screening outcomes in
neuropsychiatric inpatients, a sample consisting of patients with functional neurological disorders
(FND) participating in a 4-week inpatient rehabilitation programme and those with organic
neuropsychiatric disorders.

RESULTS
Clinical characteristics

Screening outcomes
23 (74%) of 32 patients screened for vitamin D had “suboptimal” levels (<50nmol/L). Of the 5 patients with
“deficient” levels (<25nmol/L), 3 had FND, 1 had epilepsy and 1 had ADHD and OCD. The mean vitamin D level
overall was 42.7nmol/L. Figure 1A shows the vitamin D levels across the 4 main diagnostic groups. Men were
found to have significantly lower vitamin D levels than women (t=2.513, p=0.017, Figure1B). There was no
significant difference in the mean vitamin D levels between FND and organic groups (t=-0.247, p=0.806).
Vitamin D replacements
20% (n=10) of patients were taking vitamin D replacements before and during admissions. 22% (n=11) were
started on vitamin D replacements during the admission as a result of screening and 57.1% (n=28) were not
taking vitamin D supplement. 1 out of 8 patients with Parkinson’s disease and 3 out of 6 patients with epilepsy
were started on vitamin D supplements before admission. 8 out of 19 female patients and 2 out of 9 male
patients were started on vitamin D supplements before admission. All patients with vitamin D levels <25nmol/L
were treated according to NICE guidelines with an initial loading dose of vitamin D and written communication
to the general practitioners to continue treatment after discharge.
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Figure 1A: Serum vitamin D levels in hospitalised
neuropsychiatric patients with different diagnoses
Horizontal line indicates mean.
* Other organic disorders include multiple sclerosis and
problems associated with deep brain stimulation

1B: Vitamin D Levels by Gender
Serum Vitamin D Levels (nmol/L)

65% of the patients (n=32) were screened for serum vitamin D levels during admission. 2 patients were
screened for vitamin D levels before admission in outpatient settings within 12 months of admission. 59% of
FND patients and 75% of organic patients were screened.
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Vitamin D screening

1A: Vitamin D Levels by Diagnoses
Serum Vitamin D Levels (nmol/L)

49 patients (mean age in years=45, female to male ratio=1.9:1) were included in this study. 29 patients had
FND and 20 patients had organic neuropsychiatric disorders. Mean length of stay for FND patients was 22 days
and for organic patients was 72 days. 76% of FND patients had depression. 20% of organic patients had
depression and 60% had psychosis (1 patient had psychotic depression). 76% (n=37) of all patients reported
fatigue and 55% (n=27) of the patients reported pain as main presenting symptoms causing significant
functional impairment. 69% (n=34) of the patients had significant mobility difficulties.
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Figure 1B: Serum vitamin D levels in female
and male hospitalised neuropsychiatric patients.
Horizontal line indicates mean.

CONCLUSIONS
• Vitamin D deficiency is common in neuropsychiatric inpatients with no significant difference between organic and FND groups. `
• Possible explanations:
1) Reduced exposure to sunlight: 64% of all patients had significantly reduced mobility
2) Poor dietary intake was common secondary to reduced ability for self-care.
3) Medications commonly taken by neuropsychiatric inpatients, such as antiepileptic medications and steroids, likely exacerbated vitamin D deficiency.
4) Vitamin D deficiency itself may play a role in the pathogenesis of neuropsychiatric disorders.
• Only 20% of patients were taking vitamin D replacement before admission despite recommendations (NICE 2017) that all patients at risk should be started on vitamin D supplements.
• Men were found to have significantly lower vitamin D levels than women – the reasons for this are unclear. One explanation is different health-seeking behaviours.
• Limitations include: retrospective design, single centre, inpatient setting only, small sample size, vitamin D levels show a seasonal variation (sampling took place between August and February).
• Further prospective case-controlled studies using larger sample size in both inpatient and outpatient settings would provide more robust evidence for vitamin D screening.

